A new algorithm which combines the merits of statistical classification and estimation theory based approaches is proposed for textured image segmentation. The texture regions are modelled by noncausal Gaussian Markov Random Fields(GMRF). The algorithm comprises of two stages: statistical classification and edge estimation. In the first stage, the image is partitioned into small blocks of pixels. GMRF parameter estimates are extracted as the feature vector for each block. A maximum likelihood spatial classifier, which explores the class conditional correlation properties among neighbouring feature vectors, is proposed for classifying each block into one of m possible texture classes. The result of classification is a coarse segmented image. The locations of the edges are estimated in the second stage using a line by line maximum likelihood edge estimation technique. Each detected edge sequence is further modelled as an autoregressive(AR) process and processed by a Kalman filter in order to smooth the detected boundary.
INTRODUCTION
The segmentation of an image into regions that are homogeneous with respect to texture property is an important task in many image processing applications. This problem has received considerable attention during the last decade. Most segmentation algorithms are based on statistically classifying pixels, or blocks of pixels, into one of the texture classes after the transforming the intensity space into feature space. Since texture is basically a local property, these methods represent a natural approach toward textured image segmentation. Many different types of features has been used in texture segmentation. These include the co-occurrence matrix [l,2] , runlength statistics [3] , power spectrum [4] , and parameters from statistical image models [5, 6] . Generally, texture features are multidimensional, thus complex classification methods, such as Bayes' method and the nearest neighbour method, are used to classify pixels in feature space. Furthermore, the existence of a priori texture information is usually assumed in these methods. However, most of these methods suffer from the following drawbacks :
( I ) The segmented regions are not guaranteed to be connected.
Isolated spots or spurious regions often exist.
(2) To reduce computational burden, classification is often applied to sets of small blocks of pixels that divide the image. This results in poor localization of detected boundaries with respect to actual boundaries.
Recently, attention has focussed on estimation theory based segmentation techniques [7] [8] [9] . These techniques aim at extracting the correlation structures of the texture field in the image and representing each texture field by a spatial interaction model. In such cases, the task of segmentation is formulated as either a maximum likelihood estimation(M1) problem or a maximum a posteriori(MAP) problem. Dynamic programming,or deterministic or stochastic relaxation techniques are often applied to achieve optimal solutions to such problems. These techniques usually provide very accurate segmentation, but their computation cost is enormous, especially when the size of the image and the number of possible texture types are large.
This paper presents a new algorithm for textured image segmentation which retains the merits of the statistical classification and estimation theory based approaches while avoiding most of their problems. The different textures which may exist in the image are assumed to be samples of homogeneous random fields that are characterized by 2-D noncausal Gaussian Markov Random Fields(GMRFs). The algorithm is supervised in that a priori information about the number of possible texture classes and the texture features of each class is given. The algorithm consists of two stages: statistical classification and edge estimation. In the first stage, the image is divided into small disjoint DxD blocks of pixels, with each block being the central core of an LxL window.
Texture features are extracted from each window and are used to represent the characteristics of its central core. Parameter estimates of the GMRF in the window are taken as texture features in this case. The segmentation problem is then considered as a classification problem which labels each block as one of the texture classes according to the characteristic of its features. Since adjacent windows overlap, texture features of neighbouring blocks are conditionally correlated. A maximum likelihood spatial classifier which utilizes the spatial information among neighbouring blocks is developed. This approach has been shown to provide significant improvement in texture classification over any non-spatial classifier. The classification process generates a coarse segmentation, from which boundary regions can be identified. The exact location of the edges in these boundary regions are estimated, in the second stage, using an edge estimation approach. Edges are estimated on a line by line basis using a maximum likelihood estimation technique. To account for the second dimension of the image, a Kalman filter is used to provide smooth edge contours. The proposed I-D edge estimation process provides much higher efficiency in computation than its 2-D counterparts.
In the next section, a brief introduction on the structures of the GMRF texture mQdel is presented. Section 3 considers the development of the ML spatial classifier. Section 4 gives the design and computational procedures for edge detection and smoothing. Finally, experimental results on real textured images are presented in section 5.
GAUSSIAN MARKOV RANDOM FIELD (GMRF)
The use of the GMRF to model image textures has been studied extensively for a number of years [6, 9] . The properties of GMRF where the zero mean stationary Gaussian noise sequence (e,) has the following properties:
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The GMRF is completely parameterized by 8 = ( (B , r E N), p, 21, and various methods have been proposed to 'obtain such estimates [6, 10] . In our study, the least square(LS) estimates of 8 are selected as texture features. Details of the estimation algorithm can be found in [6] . Maximum likelihood(ML) estimation of these parameters is also possible. However, LS estimation provides a simpler and faster solution to the problem.
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SPATIAL CLASSIFIER
In the classification phase of the algorithm, the image is first scanned, from left to right and top to bottom, by an LxL window. The window slides over the image with its centre positioned on small blocks of DxD pixels that partition the entire image. During scanning, the GMRF parameters 8 are extracted from the region enclosed by the window. if P(x(s) I wt) = max P(X(S) I w, )
then classify X(s) into class wL. fl = ( s E (i,j), 1 5 i,j, 5 M) is the coordnate set of the FI image. If the X(s)'s are assumed to be spatially uncorrelated Gaussian random vectors, the decision rule can be simplified as follows
where X,(S) and C are, respectively, the mean vector and covariance matrix 01 class w, , and can be estimated from a training set of each class. Further simplification can be achieved if Ck is a diagonal matrix, that is, the elements in X(s) are uncorrelated. In such cases, the decision rule becomes where X. 2j , are, respectively, the mean value and variance of the j edgent in X(s) of class wk.
The major drawback of the above classification scheme is that no contextual, or spatial information, is utilized in class identification. Since the feature estimation windows for adjacent blocks overlap, the extracted features are spatially correlated. Thus, two FI image pixels in spatial proximity are class conditionally correlated, and spatial information could be incorporated into the classification process. By so doing, we assume that spatial variation in the FI image can be modelled by
where N is a neighbour set, fl, is a subset of fl in which X(s), s
belongs to class U,, and @&r), r E N, is a qxq matrix which describes the spatial correlation of class w Also, W,(s), s
. is a Gaussian white noise field which satisfiis
Other properties of X(s) are
, r E N, and R, can be estimated directly from training samples of class k. The estimation can be simplified dramatically if Q (r) is assumed to be diagonal. In such cases, the spatial correfation of each element in X(s) can be estimated independently of the others. A Least squares estimation method can be used to obtain such estimates. The method is straight forward, and is described in [l 11.
With the proposed model, the decision rule of (4) can be modified into
Note that eqn. (7) clearly shows the dependency of the decision rule on the spatial correlation @ (s). The incorporation of this dependency into the decisionk rule provides significant improvement in classification, as will be seen in the experiments.
EDGE ESTIMATION
The second stage of the algorithm estimates edges in regions where the exact texture boundaries are believed to be located. Such boundary regions can be identified very easily after the coarse segmentation is obtained. One simple way of finding boundary regions from the coarse segmented image is to partition the image into small disjoint square windows. The texture classes within each window are examined. If more than two texture classes exists, the window is classified as mix texture type and edge estimation will then be applied to locate the exact border in that window. The advantage of this approach is threefold. First, since the edge estimations are performed only in the boundary windows, some computation is saved. Second, when the window is small, most of the boundary windows will be composed of only two texture types, hence, computational complexity is greatly reduced. Third, since the texture types in each window are known a priori, edge estimation is more efficient and accurate. In the following sections, a line by line edge estimation technique is presented. At first, the number of texture types in each boundary window is limited to two. Then, extensions to more than two texture types will be discussed.
Maximum Likelihood Edge Estimator
Let an NxN boundary window consist of two texture classes, w1 and w2. Figure 1 shows some possible examples of such a window. Note that the boundary across the window is assumed to be single-valued with respected to either the horizontal or vertical axis. This is often the case when the window size is small and the texture boundary is sufficiently smooth in nature.
Thus, it is important to choose between horizontal and vertical scanning directions for each window in the edge estimation process. One method of making this determination is to run the edge estimator in both horizontal and vertical directions. Linear mean value functions are fitted to the estimated boundaries. The most satisfactory direction is that which makes the smallest angle with the function. The following discussion will assume that the horizontal scanning direction has been chosen. Similar arguments can be applied to the vertical direction. Fig. 1 The window is first scanned in a line by line fashion. The edge
Boundarv Smoothing Using Kalman Filter
The line by line edge estimation process yields a sequence of position coordinates (z., i = I,.. N) of which z. is the position of the estimated edge in the ith line. To take accbunt of the second dimension of the window and to correct for any detection error, the sequence (2.) is smoothed by a Kalman filter. To establish the computatioh procedure, we need to develop a statistical model of the edge sequence. Assuming (2.) is governed by a first order AutoRegressive (AR) model prociss with a linear mean function, the random variable zi is therefore given by zi = m(i) t ri + ai where r. is a zero mean Gaussian random variable satisfying the first order AR process = 4ri + Si pixel which separates two texture fields along a scan line is estimated using a maximum likelihood estimator. Assuming (y , s = (i,j), 1 5 j 5 N) to be a GMRF alone the ith line wh:ch consists of two texture classes, w,. and w2, an edge pixel is estimated at position r = (i,n) if it satisfies Also, a. and 6. are white noise sequences with variance p2 and (8) is nGt an easy task since the jo&t likeihood function is quite complicated. However, if we assume that the noise samples along the line are statistically independent, then the joint likelihood function simplifies to with P(y, I U ) , i = 1 or 2, given by eqn.(l).
Although this is not a true likelihood function, this pseudo likelihood function is very effective for edge estimation and its computation is extremely efficient. Furthermore, there is the possibility that a scan line may consist of a single texture, belonging to either w1 or w2. In such cases, a hypothesis test must be established to determine whether the texture field (y ) along a line is a single or mixed texture type. The hypothe:es to be tested, are HO : the line holds a single texture from class wi. i = 1 or 2 HI : the line composes of texture w, and w2
To this end, a generalized likelihood ratio test(GLR) is performed. The GRL test computes the likelihood ratio is taken as the edge position alone that
When the boundary window consists of more than two texture types, a hierarchical edge estimation scheme can be employed. This scheme consists of successive applications of the ML edge estimator on the window. The image is first considered as composed of two texture regions and the ML edge estimator is used to segment the image into two regions; then each region is segmented into two region types and so on. Thus, using the ML edge estimator alone, boundary windows composed of m texture types can be estimated by m-1 applications of the edge estimator. However, with a small window size, m is unlikely to be greater than four.
filter can be eniployed for the smoothing process. The equations for computing the smooth version of (zi) are[l2]
After filtering, the linear mean m(i) must be added to r. to obtain the final position coordinates of the edge pixels. Ahart from smoothing the edge sequence within each boundary window, the filtering process also eliminates any boundary discontinuity between adjacent windows.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The segmentation algorithm has been tested on a series of images containing different regions of natural textures. Figures 2-4 illustrate some experimental examples. Each image has 256x256 pixels with 256 gray levels. A noncausal GMRF of order 3 is used to model the texture fields. Each image is divided into blocks of 8x8 pixels during the classification phase of the segmentation algorithm. A 24x24 estimation window is centred on each block for feature extraction. Hence, each block is shared with its eight immediate neighbours during feature extraction.
The model parameters, X, and ak, are estimated from training sets of samples from each texture class. Other parameters need to preassign are e = 0.98, p2 = 10, u2 = 10 and 4 = 0.7. Fig. 2b shows the classification result when non-spatial ML classifier is used. Note that the percentage of misclassification is relatively high, especially for those blocks in the vicinity of the boundary between wool and raffia. The reason for this is that, for those boundary blocks, the estimated features are mix types. Hence, their characteristics are difficult to predict. Fig. 2c shows the result when the ML spatial classifier is employed. Significant improvements have been achieved, with most of the spurious regions being removed. Fig 2d shows the estimated boundaries after the application of the ML edge estimator. The detected boundaries are close to the boundaries among the texture regions. Figure 3 shows another example of segmentation of an image which is constructed of two Brodatz textures, grass(D9) and wool(D19). Fig. 3a shows the constructed image with more realistic boundaries between the textures. Fig. 3b and 3c give the classification results when non-spatial classifier and ML spatial classifier are used, respectively. The estimated boundaries are shown in Fig. 3d . Again, the results show the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed algorithm. Figure 4 shows, as a final example, the segmentation of an outdoor image. Two regions, sky and trees, are contained in the image. Fig. 4b and 4c give, respectively, the spatial classification and edge estimation results.
CONCLUSION
A new algorithm for segmenting an image by its textural properties is presented. The proposed method detects texture boundari.es by first classifying pixels with similar features into one of the possible texture classes by using a ML spatial classification technique. The exact texture boundaries are estimated in the second stage by a line by line edge estimator. 
